DEB
ERICKSON
Business Mindset Expert

Speaker Trainer Consultant
for Network Marketing and
Direct Sales Professionals

ELEVATE YOUR
AUDIENCE’S

EXPERIENCE

IGNITE THEIR

PASSION

EXPLODE THEIR

RESULTS
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I’M DEB ERICKSON,
HAVE WE MET?

I’ve worn a lot of hats in my 25+ years in the
Network Marketing and Direct Sales industry as a
top-ranked leader, in-demand author, leadership
trainer, corporate consultant, and keynote
speaker, but hands-down my favorite is being a
transformational neuro trainer for entrepreneurs
ready to move past their personal mental limiters to
become selling and recruiting superstars.
My secret weapon? Easy—results-driven brainretraining tools based in neuroscience that quite
literally snap men and women out of their business
plateaus with newfound confidence and clarity to
rank advance with ease and grace.
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MORE THAN
JUST ANOTHER
MOTIVATIONAL
SPEAKER
DISCOVER DEB ERICKSON’S
MINDSET DIFFERENCE
1. Results-based neuroscience tools, training, and techniques =
a rewired brain primed for success.

• FOUNDER OF
THE ICAN INSTITUTE

2. Exclusively committed to elevating Network
Marketing and Direct Sales professionals—founded on
her own personal success in the industry.

• CREATOR OF THE
ICAN NEURO SYSTEM

3. Delivers the missing link in business and sales
training: Mindset Tools that yield higher income producing
activity and elevated sales, sponsoring, and ranking
results.

• IN-DEMAND AUTHOR,
LEADERSHIP TRAINER,
KEYNOTE SPEAKER,
CORPORATE
CONSULTANT

4. Helps leaders understand and coach their team
members more effectively, while training participants to
master their mindset and confidently increase their
productivity to build their business.

• TOP-RANKED NETWORK
MARKETING LEADER

AS SEEN ON:

• 25+ YEARS OF INDUSTRY
EXPERIENCE
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5 REASONS TO BOOK DEB FOR YOUR
NEXT EVENT
1. CHARISMATIC TO A FAULT...
But who are we to judge? Deb goes beyond normal event expectations…just because she
wants to. Her engaging personality and affinity for a great conversation make every
interaction with her authentic and captivating.

2. BINGEABLE RELATABILITY…
What you see is what you get with Deb—and her audiences LOVE IT. Deb’s experiential
stories are no-fluff and tell it like it is. They leave audiences in awe of the everyday Deb who
has gone from scaling companies herself to spending the last two decades elevating others in
Network Marketing and Direct Sales to the top 1%.

3. SPEAKS TO YOUR TEAM (YES, YOUR TEAM!)
And yours…and yours...and, well, you get the picture. With Deb’s extensive experience (did
you know that the same 5’2” woman that conquered TWO different Network Marketing
companies also coached men’s college basketball team to a conference championship?) YES!
THAT’S the Deb Erickson that can tackle any stage—with any audience—and SPEAK to
their specific challenges.

4. PALPABLE MOVEMENT GUARANTEED
Don’t expect a bunch of WOO WOO words with little to
back it up. Deb brings proven neuro training, actionable
ideas, breakthrough next steps, and life-driven
experience to not just inspire—but to MOVE your
audience into selling and recruiting action the
second they leave your event.

5. RESULTS DRIVEN
Effort is great but results are better—and Deb delivers
results. 1:1 students, teams, and attendees of Deb’s
transformational training have enthusiastically
reported:

5X

increase in
recruiting
numbers

2X

improvement
in sales
volume

Read our
case study
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NEED TO SHAKE OUT
SUCCESS AT YOUR NEXT EVENT?
DEB IS THE ONE FOR YOU, IF…
3 You’re charged with finding the difference maker who
speaks the language of Direct Sales Professionals and
understands their UNIQUE CHALLENGES.
3 You’ve given your team members recruiting training and
sales strategy until you’re blue in the face… and now it’s
time for the missing piece: getting UNSTUCK and moving
into consistent selling and recruting action.
3 You want MORE than “just another keynote
speaker”— because you want to inspire
business ACTION THAT GETS RESULTS.
3 Your team is OVER the back and forth
“yo-yo” success cycle. On fire one day,
stalled and shrinking the next.
3 You’re ready to supercharge your culture
and boost team morale with LASTING
INSPIRATION that won’t let them down
when they’re home alone.
3 It’s time to shift your team’s goals from comfortable
achievements to BOLD DREAMS they’ll need to
DIG DEEP to reach.
3 Your participants need ACTIONABLE TOOLS they
can start using immediately to move past those stubborn
business plateaus and GET GROWING AGAIN.
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DEB ERICKSON’S TRAINING IS
THE SOLUTION

Business Building Topics

• The Three Keys to Getting “Unstuck” and Into Powerful Selling & Sponsoring
Action
• Eliminating Under-Performance (Mindset Limiters that Slow, Stall or Stagnate
Business Growth)
• Mastering the 4 Core Mindset Beliefs Top Performing Leaders Share
• Stop Coaching Women Like Men: The Unique Neuroscience Behind Women’s
Needs As They Grow Their Business
• 5 Daily Practices to Release the Success Stoppers and Blockers
• Creating Unshakeable Selling and Recruiting Confidence
• Leadership Mindsets of The Top 1%

• Live In-Person & Virtual Keynotes
• Half and Full Day Seminars
• Multiple Day Retreats
• Live Zoom/Video Conferencing Training
• Customized Classes (Selling and
Recruiting)

• Powerful Breakout Sessions
• Experiential Breakthrough Activities
• Pre and/or Post Event ZOOM/Video Presentation
• Discounts on Classes and ICAN Neuro System Access For Participants
• Book Signing/VIP Meet and Greet Photo Op
• VIP Elite Leaders —Special Sessions Available
• Corporate Consulting
• Course Creation (Sales, Recruiting, Leadership, Team Building)
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WHAT NETWORK
MARKETING AND DIRECT
SALES INFLUENCERS
AND EXECUTIVES
ARE SAYING
“ICAN Institute’s mindset training is truly lifechanging. After experiencing her neuroscience
expertise at a leadership event, I brought her
on as my team’s official “business mindset
trainer.” Deb is able to get to the heart of
what is stopping people and then helps
them have a business breakthrough that is
truly inspiring. Don’t miss an opportunity to get
exposed to her transformational work.”

dōTERRA Double Presidential Diamond
Member of the Million Dollar Hall of Fame

“The ICAN Neuro System is the most
revolutionary training I have
experienced in 30+ years in the
Direct Selling Industry. Deb’s Mindset
Training and Neuro Tools are unequaled.
She helped [me] break through the
plateau that had stalled my business and
do in 7 months what I hadn’t been able
to do in 30 years on my own.”

“We have worked with Deb
Erickson for over two years,
welcoming her back over and over
again to our leadership stages
around the world. She has delivered
transformational keynotes,
long-term mindset classes and
customized training for our
Younique University on-demand
training platform. Our Presenters
who are using the ICAN Neuro
System have reported “major
breakthroughs” in their business
and our own internal audit of their
performance confirms these claims.
ICAN has been a significant
contributor to the success of
many of our leaders.”

Tori Poulter

Chief Sales Officer, Younique Products

“There is not another business mindset
expert like Deb anywhere in our
industry. She is the trainer that everyone in
Network Marketing needs. Let’s be honest…
we all have mental blocks and Deb is the
only person I know who can help anyone
overcome them. I have over 250,000
women in my downline and the ones
who are really moving are using the
ICAN Neuro System.”

Kim McClure

Mary Kay National Sales Director
Million Dollar Earner

Black Status 2, Younique
Million Dollar Hall of Fame Member
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FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES WE’VE
INSPIRED LATELY

“Highlight of the convention… your
stories left them laughing and crying
simultaneously… you made me look
like a hero to my team.”

Coca-Cola, Executive Vice President

“Your high-energy, passion and
enthusiasm kept the audience
hanging on every word… now, my
board of directors insists on having you
back for their own retreat this year.”

“The tools and wisdom you delivered
were so powerful and practical…
I’ve never seen a speaker deliver a
keynote that impactful before.”

Owner, Coldwell Banker Legacy

“Our leaders rated your training as the
most valuable training of our entire
retreat—or of any event they have ever
attended… I can say with confidence
that many of my leaders had a lifechanging experience because of you.”

President, Executive Women International
Regional President, Wells Fargo Bank

“Deb Erickson is a GIFT. Her book speaks to the heart, mind
and spirit. Your heart will be full, your mind will be set to
conquer anything you have ever dreamed of experiencing,
and your spirit will soar. Best of all your business will grow.”
Charlotte A Whitfield
El Paso, TX
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“

Mastering your mindset gives you the
internal confidence, core beliefs, and ability
to actually DO what must be done to achieve
massive success in this industry.

BOOK A DISCOVERY CALL
THE ICAN INSTITUTE
support@icaninstitute.com
505.898.4400

icaninstitute.com
F TheICANInstitute

d theicaninstitute

j company/icaninstitute
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DEB ERICKSON’S 2021 SPEAKER FEES
EVENT

RACK RATE

AUDIENCE
MINIMUM

TRAVEL AND
ACCOMMODATIONS

KEYNOTE/3 HOUR MAX

$25,000

250

Executive Travel Accommodations
for Deb plus 1 traveling associate

FULL DAY BUYOUT

$35,000

250

same

2 DAY BUYOUT

$50,000

100

same

KEYNOTE INTERNATIONAL

$40,000

250

same

ZOOM VIRTUAL TRAINING

$5,000$7,500

100

No travel - Includes 30 min
planning session

ADDITIONAL SERVICES (ONLY AVAILABLE AS AN ADDON TO AN EVENT LISTED ABOVE)
BREAKOUT SESSION

$3,500

PREEVENT ZOOM

$2,000

POSTEVENT ZOOM

$2,000

BOOK SIGNING
(VIP APPEARANCE)

$2,500

ELITE TRAINING (VIP GROUP)

$3,500

100

ICAN NEURO SYSTEM ACCESS
PRICE BASED ON NUMBER OF USERS

CONSULTING FEE

$10,000 Miniumum based on project, billed at $1000/hour.
Contact our team for available dates and contract information.
Ronda Stephens-Auclair
ICAN Institute Director of Operations
ronda@icaninstitute.com
(505) 312-0777
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